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The Effects Estimate aims to provide a framework for:
• Understanding the contemporary operating  
   environment;
• Estimating second and third order effects;
• Managing risk;
• Warning of the need for actions-on unintended    
   consequences;
• Implementing measures of effect;
• Improving the overall effect and ‘stickiness’ of a project.

The Effects Estimate is especially suitable at 
project level, and can be carried out as a quick, or 
more in depth, analysis. With use of subject matter 
experts and regional or local area knowledge, the 
Effects Estimate does not need to take a lot of time.  
 
As with any analytical process, the resulting 
analysis is dependent on the quality of the data 
input to the process.

Define the intended project or mission by listing 
its main elements. This can be done in a variety of 
ways, but looking at ends, ways and means is a good 
method to cover main bases:
ENDS – what is the overall purpose or objective(s) of 
the project?  What are its immediate outputs, and what 
are the desired outcomes that it will contribute to?
MEANS – What are the equipment/skills/allegiance 
that will be transferred, and implied ethical messages 
and values that accompany any transfer?
WAYS – How will the project be conducted? Location 
(capital, regions)? Timing (what other events might 
impact the project, e.g., elections)?  
ACTORS – who is the target audience? Are there 
partners in the project? Who will implement the project 
(donor nation staff, consultants, local staff)?
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Manage the risks that can be foreseen in the revised 
project. Think through the 2nd/3rd order effects, 
some of which may be positive or negative – these 
can potentially destabilise current power structures 
and relations, as there will inevitably be winners and 
losers in any reform process. There is a need therefore 
to manage both losers/spoilers and winners who 
may quickly wield unchecked power if accountability 
mechanisms are not built in as part of the project.  
Be prepared for your actions on potential risks and 
instabilities, including preparing a crisis commu-
nication plan. Regular communication with all 
stakeholders can alleviate many misconceptions and 
help build trust and confidence. Incentivise favourable 
behaviours by building in reinforcing feedback loops/
rewards – but beware reinforcement of negative 
behaviour. 

Define and implement measures of effect. How do 
you know when you’ve achieved the desired outcome? 
These need to focus on qualitative measures of the 
actual outcomes (demonstrated understanding of 
new skills, improvements in checks and balances and 
improvement in public confidence) not simply quanti-
tative measures of the outputs (numbers of service 
personnel trained, or amount of equipment given).

List negatives that currently divide the community 
where the project will take place. These can take the 
form of:
• Systems and institutions
• Attitudes and actions
• Values and interests
• Experiences and history
• Symbols and occasions

List the positives that currently unite the community.

The Effects Estimate comprises of six basic steps:

Refine the original project brief by diminishing as many 
of the negatives listed in step 2 above, and reinforcing 
or harnessing as many of the positives from step 3.

Further resources:
http://issat.dcaf.ch/Learn/Resource-Library/Tools/Effects-Estimate
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